
The Email Case 
There are 3 teams involved 

● Dev managed by Karl. His manager is Alice. 
● Ops team managed by someone. His manager is Sam. 
● Spec team managed by someone. His manager is Bob. 

 
Alice and Sam report to Jay. Jay has a deputy called Greg. 
 
The Spec team defines development tasks for the Dev team. The Ops team on the request of 
Dev team provides the environment for development. It is also responsible for deploying and 
maintaining output of Dev team to production. 
 
Act 1. Dev team received a weird set of tasks from the Spec team, which would substantially 
extends scope and responsibility of what the Dev team does and is, generally speaking, against 
the adopted process. Karl initiated an email thread with Alice to address his concerns. Sam and 
Bob were quickly added to the thread. Then a meeting was scheduled to discuss the situation 
as it has wider implications – how to handle such weird set of tasks in general. Overall direction 
was set, although no firm decisions were made. 
 
Act 2. Apparently, after some additional discussions on the Jay and higher level, a vague 
decision was made for such weird sets of tasks. The decision was communicated via email. 
 
Act 3. Someone from Sam's team started applying that vague decision not only to weird sets of 
tasks but also to normal sets of tasks. Karl was not happy about this and requested clarification 
from Alice and Sam via email. The discussion ended against Karl's favor and he had to comply. 
 
Act 4. Greg (Jay's deputy) forwarded Karl an email thread started by Sam and directed at Alice 
and higher ups complaining that Alice's managers blindly follow the tasks they are given to the 
detriment of the "overall result". Greg asked Karl for more details about the situation and his 
opinion. 
 


